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JudgeI moved into one of the rental houses owned by the club while my own house was being
built. I wasn’t happy about it, but I was too old to move back in with my mother, even for just a few
weeks. It was a nice, quiet neighborhood. Until the girl next door moved in and turned my world
upside down before I even knew who she was.RiverI had the worst luck. With three months left
on my nursing contract, they sent me to the one place I swore I’d never return—my hometown of
Devil Springs. I didn’t have a childhood full of happy memories to return to. I had a drug-addicted
mother and an a**hole brother. But it was just for three months. What could possibly happen?
Adult Content Warning: This book is intended for readers 18 years and older. It contains adult
language, explicit sex, and violence.
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gave birth to my daughter was the happiest day of my life.I sat at the breakfast table waiting for
my twenty-year-old daughter to come downstairs, and I sat there until after one o’clock in the
afternoon.“Morning, Mother,” she grumbled as she stumbled past me to the
refrigerator.“Afternoon,” I said calmly. It was a struggle, but I forced myself to keep my voice even
and soft despite how much I wanted to scream at her. “Please, sit; I want to talk to you about
something.”With a great display of her disdain, she dropped into a chair across from me and
glared. “What?”I wanted to ease into the conversation. I thought I would have a better chance of
getting her to agree with me if I worked my way up to my point; but, after one look at her tangled
hair and the day-old makeup smeared across her sallow face, I jumped in head first.“How long
have you been using heroin?”For a brief moment, her eyes widened in fear, maybe shock, before
she masked her expression and lied. “I don’t know what you’re talking about, Mother.”“You know
exactly what I’m talking about. And forget about trying to lie your way out of this. I’ve seen the
track marks on your arms, and I found used syringes in the trash. But, I think this is more than
enough proof,” I said firmly and held up a little bag of whitish-brown powder. “Now, answer my
question. How long have you been using heroin?”She swallowed thickly and stared at me in
silence for long moments. Finally, she said, “A few months, I think.”A few months. I thought she
had been using much longer than that.“And what were you doing before? No one just decides to
start shooting up one day.”She shook her head and looked down at her clasped hands. “I just
tried a few different things with friends. Smoked some weed, took some pills, snorted a little



coke. Stuff like that.”“Tell me about the first time you tried this!” I screamed and shook the bag
fisted in my hand. “Tell me!!”Tears began to slip down her cheeks, turning black as they slid
through the mascara and eyeliner crusted beneath her once bright eyes. “I spent the night at a
friend’s house. We’d been drinking, and she was passed out in her bed. When I got up to use the
bathroom, her brother was in the living room with his best friend, his best friend’s brother, and his
best friend’s dad. They had some heroin and asked me if I wanted to try it. I don’t know why I
said yes,” she sobbed. “But I did, and I liked it! I loved it, Mother! I loved it!!”I fought to contain my
rage. She didn’t say it, but I knew exactly who she was with—her cousins and her uncle were the
ones at her best friend’s house. I silently fumed as I wrapped my arms around my baby and held
her against my chest while she went on and on about how much she loved heroin. How it made
her feel. How she only lived and breathed so she could poison herself with it. She spoke of it as
though it was the key to eternal happiness.“Sweetheart, do you want to stop?”She nodded her
head against me. “Yes, please.”“I’ll get you the help you need,” I said and continued to try to
soothe her. “It’ll be okay. Everything will be okay.”Everything was not okay.Twelve hours before
my baby girl was supposed to check in at the rehab center, she went to tell her best friend
goodbye.Six hours later, her best friend called to tell me she had been taken to the hospital for a
suspected overdose.She was pronounced dead at the hospital, though I later learned she had
been dead for hours before anyone found her.The day my daughter died was the worst day of
my life.The day I buried her was the last day of my life.1Out of all the places in the United States,
I had to be sent to the one place I never wanted to return to—my hometown of Devil Springs.
Years ago, when I finally got away from that dreadful place, I promised myself I would never
return. Unfortunately for me, I signed a contract as a traveling nurse and agreed to go wherever
the agency sent me. Never in a million years did I think they would send me to Devil Springs. But
they did. And I had to go unless I wanted to pay the price for breaking the contract, which was
equivalent to an arm and a leg and possibly my firstborn child. Not to mention, I would likely
never be able to work as a traveling nurse again.With no other options, I sucked it up and
headed to Devil Springs. The contract was only for three months—which happened to be the
same amount of time I had left on my general contract with the agency. Three months wasn’t that
long. If I only went to work and did my shopping in a neighboring town, I had a good chance of
making it out of Devil Springs without running into my mother or my brother. Right?Despite my
disdain for the place, I sagged with relief when I finally pulled into the driveway of the rental
house after spending two days driving from my previous assignment. At least I had a few days to
get settled before I started working in the Emergency Department at the local hospital.I grabbed
my purse, my book bag, and my small suitcase from the car. Everything else would have to wait
until after I showered and placed an order for delivery.I unlocked the door and pushed it open to
find a quaint, but cozy, living room, with the lights and television on. I glanced from the paper in
my hand to the gold number on the front door. I was in the right place. Maybe the cleaners forgot
to turn everything off before leaving.I locked the door behind me and made a beeline for the
bedrooms. I was told the place had two bedrooms with a Jack and Jill style bathroom. I entered



the first door I came to, dropped my bags on the bed, and ran to the bathroom.I let out a
contented sigh as I began what had to be the longest pee of my life. It had been hours since I
stopped for a bathroom break, because I hated public restrooms with a passion and would risk
permanent damage to my bladder to avoid them.After placing an order for delivery, I showered,
dressed, and started unloading my car. I didn’t have a lot of stuff with me, so by the time my food
arrived, my car was unloaded, and I was halfway through unpacking.I plopped down on the sofa
and made a total pig of myself as I devoured every single bite of my meal. I didn’t allow myself to
indulge in takeout or fast food often, so I ended up looking like someone fresh out of prison
whenever I did have it.And then I would feel awful, consumed by feelings of guilt and shame. My
rational mind knew one extra-large, grease-laden combo meal wouldn’t cause me to be
overweight. But at one time, I had been overweight because I took comfort in food. I was an
emotional eater, which is why I felt so guilty. I had been back in Devil Springs for all of an hour,
and there I was stuffing my face like I did as a teenager.I shook my head and tried to clear my
thoughts. I was hungry, and there wasn’t any food in the house. On that note, I cleaned up my
trash and grabbed my car keys. I needed groceries and some other necessities, and I was going
to drive to a store at least two towns away to avoid running into anyone I might know.After finding
a super Walmart almost an hour away, I loaded up on as much as I could fit into my little car. I
truly did not want to see anyone from my past, and the less I went out, the less chance there was
of that happening.I pulled into the driveway of the little rental house and sat for a few minutes,
trying to find the energy to deal with the groceries. I hated grocery shopping. Take it off the shelf,
put it in the cart, out of the cart, into a bag, bag into the cart, bag into the car, bag out of the car
and into the house, food out of the bag and into the cabinets or refrigerator. It was just
monotonous and exhausting. If I ever had an excessive amount of money, I was going to pay
someone to take care of the grocery shopping for me.Taking a deep breath, I heaved myself out
of my car and started carrying load after load into the house. By the time everything was put
away, it was late, and I was exhausted.I quickly fell into a deep sleep. So deep, that I was
completely disoriented when I suddenly woke in the early morning hours. I rubbed the sleep
from my eyes and glanced around the room, confused as to what woke me.VROOOM!
VROOOM! VRRRROOOOOOOOM!I flopped back onto my pillow and covered my eyes with my
arm. Just great. It sounded like one of my new neighbors had an obnoxiously loud motorcycle.
Or maybe it was just someone passing by. Hopefully, it wouldn’t matter in the future. I was going
to be working the night shift at the hospital, so I normally wouldn’t be home or asleep at this time.
With that thought, I rolled to my side and went back to sleep.2Iwas on my fourth day at the
hospital, and things had been going well. I was surprised to find that I liked the people I was
working with. Most of the time, agency nurses were brought in as a last resort, and the
environments weren’t always pleasant to work in, which is part of why they paid us so much.
However, Devil Springs truly had a minor nursing shortage and only needed a few bodies to fill
positions temporarily until reliable permanent staff could be hired and trained.“River, can you
see what’s going on with the patient that just came in? Karen said he has a blood-soaked rag



held to his hand,” the charge nurse asked.I knocked on the door twice before entering the room.
“Hello. I’m River, and I’ll be your nurse this evening,” I said as I hit the hand sanitizer and reached
for a pair of gloves. “We’re still working on getting your chart created, but the receptionist said
your hand was bleeding significantly. Can you tell me what happened?”“Yeah, I cut it,” a deep
male voice rumbled.My head shot up, and I blinked in surprise. Holy shit! I was pretty sure Jonah
Jackson was sitting in front of me, and damn, he looked good. Too good. The cute boy who was
once friends with my brother—that I may or may not have had a tiny crush on years ago—had
been replaced by one hell of a man with broad shoulders, messy, dark hair, and a chiseled jaw
covered with just the slightest bit of scruff. His eyes were the same though—sparkling blue with a
hint of mischief.Fuck me. The tattoos covering his arms, as well as the nose ring he was
sporting, completed the I-will-need-to-buy-new-batteries-before-morning look.I snapped out of
my daze when he cleared his throat. Shit. Had I been staring? I needed to focus on the task at
hand and pretend like I didn’t know him so I could get out of there before he recognized me. I
was not going to get sucked back into the pit of Devil Springs because of a hot guy, no matter
how fuckable he was.I grabbed some gauze and stepped closer. “Can I take a look at it,
Mr…?”“Jackson,” he said, confirming my suspicions, “but most people call me Judge.”“Well, I’ll
be calling you Mr. Jackson,” I informed him.He grinned, and a dimple popped up along his
jawline. “That works, too.”I picked up a stack of gauze pads and reached for his hand. “What
happened?”“Box cutter slipped and stabbed my hand. I’d just put a new blade in, and it sank into
the skin like a hot knife through butter,” he explained. I started to remove whatever he had
wrapped around it, but he pulled his hand back. “Fair warning, when you take this off, it’s going to
spray you.”I highly doubted that. He would have had to hit something significant for it to be
spraying blood and, judging by his calm demeanor, that wasn’t the case. “Noted,” I
acknowledged and reached for his makeshift bandage.“Oh! You weren’t lying!” I shrieked when
blood started to shoot up from his skin. I quickly pressed his bandage back down and held
pressure to it. With my foot outstretched, I kicked the door open wider and shouted, “Dr. Daniels!
I need you in room seven, stat!”Jonah laughed. “Told ya.”I smiled. “Yeah, you did.”Dr. Daniels
entered the room moments later. “What’s going on in here, River?”“Mr. Jackson has a small, but
deep, laceration on his palm. I believe he may have nicked an artery.”Dr. Daniels chuckled.
“What’d you do this time, Judge?”“Box cutter slipped while I was opening some new equipment
for an install.”“All right, let’s have a look,” Dr. Daniels said and moved her body to the side. She
carefully lifted the bandage and just as quickly pressed it back down. “I do believe you’re correct,
River. Will you draw up some lidocaine for me and then get a laceration kit?”“Yes, ma’am,” I said
and left the room as she started explaining what was going to happen to Jonah.When I returned
to the room, the two were chatting and laughing like old friends. I drew up the lidocaine and
handed the syringe to Dr. Daniels.“River, could you go over and hold Judge’s hand?” Dr. Daniels
asked. I found the request odd, but didn’t argue and reached to steady my patient’s injured
hand.Dr. Daniels laughed and said, “I meant the other one. This big galoot doesn’t like needles,
and I don’t want him to punch me again.”“That only happened one time, Doc, and I was five



years old,” Jonah retorted.Dr. Daniels continued to guffaw. “Yeah, but you sure threw one hell of a
punch. I couldn’t believe it. Just an average sized five-year-old, and he blacked my eye and
damn near broke my cheekbone.”Judge laughed. “I bet my ass hurt worse than your face after
my daddy spanked the daylights out of me.”Dr. Daniels patted Jonah’s thigh. “I’m sure it did,
sweetie.” I wasn’t sure what, but something in the atmosphere changed at the mention of
Jonah’s father. “All right, this is going to sting,” Dr. Daniels announced and proceeded to numb
Jonah’s hand before cleaning the wound and closing it with sutures.“All finished. Same aftercare
as usual, except I want to leave those sutures in for fourteen days since it’s so deep.”“Thanks,
Doc.”“Give me just a few minutes, and I’ll be right back with your discharge papers,” I told
him.When I returned with his discharge instructions, he was standing by the door, clearly ready
to go. I went over the necessities, had him sign on the dotted line, and then he was gone, leaving
me to wonder when Jonah started going by Judge and why I was disappointed that he didn’t
recognize me.That was my last twelve-hour shift for the week, and I was ready to crash. As I was
walking out, the charge nurse, Kennedy, sidled up next to me and asked if I had any plans for the
weekend.“I wasn’t planning on doing anything other than laundry, binging some shows on
Netflix, and sleeping. Why? Do you need me to cover a shift?” I asked.“No,” she said and shifted
her weight, suddenly seeming nervous. “Uh, okay, this is kind of embarrassing, so I’m just going
to say it. Um, I have a blind date this weekend, and I’m supposed to meet him at a bar in town. I
was wondering if you would go with me in case he stands me up or turns out to be a creep. I
know we just met, but you seem like a fun girl, and if I end up being humiliated, well, you’re only
here for a few weeks…” she trailed off and slapped her hand over her mouth. “Sorry! I didn’t
mean for it to come out like that. Oh, hell, you probably think I’m a loony bird.”“Kennedy, it’s fine.
You don’t have to explain. Where are you meeting this guy?”“Precious Metals. It’s a bar off Old
Devil Springs Road. Kind of a hole-in-the-wall place, but it’s never overly crowded, and I’ve
always had a good time when I’ve been there.”I sighed. I really didn’t want to, but she was a nice
girl, and it seemed like she needed someone to go with her. “Yeah, I’ll tag along, as long as you
don’t mind me leaving if you two hit it off.”“No problem. Can you meet me there at
seven?”“Tonight?” I asked in surprise.“Oh, yes, tonight. Is that okay?”I gave her a fake smile and
hoped it looked real. “Sure, tonight’s fine. I better get going so I can get some sleep.”Well, crap. I
guess it really didn’t matter when we went out. I just thought I would have more time to mentally
prepare myself to step out into the general public of Devil Springs.3Iwalked into Precious Metals
behind Batta. Apparently, Layla joined a dating website on his behalf, unbeknownst to him, and
had been searching for a woman for him. Last week, she found one and somehow managed to
get him to agree to meet the woman. So, there I was, by his side, to play wingman or run
interference if she turned out to be one of the crazies.“Do you see her, man?” I asked.He didn’t
answer until we reached the bar. “How the hell should I know? Layla said she would be wearing
a black shirt. Look around, brother. Almost everyone in here is wearing a black shirt.”The
bartender handed us each a beer without us having to order, and I took a sip while I glanced
around the bar. I smiled with my lips still on the bottle when my eyes landed on a familiar face



sitting a few stools down from where I was standing.“Well, if it isn’t Nurse River. We meet again,”
I said jovially.She turned, and her eyes widened at the sight of me. “Mr. Jackson. How are you?”I
stepped closer to her, almost too close, and I heard her suck in a sharp breath. “Call me
Judge.”“Uh, okay, Judge. How are you?” she stammered.I stepped back and gave her my panty-
dropping smile. “I’m good. What brings you to Precious Metals tonight?”“My friend is meeting
someone here. I’m just keeping her company until he arrives.”“Your friend meeting a guy named
Trey by chance?” I asked.Before River could answer, her friend leaned around her and looked
me up and down. She grinned. “Yes, I am. Are you Trey?”I shook my head. “I’m not, but he is,” I
said and pointed behind me to Batta with my thumb.The girl’s eyes widened and her mouth
slightly parted. River reached over and pushed her mouth closed, bringing the girl out of her
trance. “Oh, hell yes,” she breathed. “I’m giving that dating site a five-star review as soon as I get
home.”“Batta,” I called. “Found your girl.” Batta picked up his bottle and joined us.“This is River,” I
introduced her first since I didn’t know the other girl’s name.“And I’m Kennedy,” the other girl said
and held out her hand.Batta reached for her hand and grinned, “Kitty?”“No, Kennedy,” the girl
said loudly as her cheeks flushed.Batta smiled and took her hand. “Hi, Kennedy. I’m Trey, and
this is my friend Judge. Would you ladies like to get a table?”“Sounds good,” Kennedy beamed
while River grimaced.I moved to stand beside River, allowing Batta to move in closer to
Kennedy. “Judging by the look on your face, I’m guessing you got roped into tagging along,
too.”She picked at the label on her beer bottle. “Yeah, this isn’t really my kind of
place.”“Mmm...and what is your kind of place?”“Honestly? The couch or bed wherever I’m
staying at the time.”“You move around a lot?”She bobbed her head. “I’m a traveling nurse.”“So,
you’re a traveling nurse that likes to stay at home?” I asked, even though it was obvious she had
no interest in carrying on a conversation with me.She shrugged. “I guess you could say that.
There’s no point in going out and getting to know people when I’m only going to be in one place
for a short amount of time.”“Yeah, but it’s good for the soul to go out and have fun every once in a
while.”“And why are you concerned about my soul?” she asked snarkily.I raised my hands in
surrender and took a step back. “I was just trying to make conversation while our friends are
getting to know one another. I’ll leave you to enjoy the rest of your evening.”I turned and headed
for my previous spot at the bar, passing Batta and Kennedy along the way. “You guys feel free to
grab a table if you want. I’m going to hang out at the bar,” I said and pointed to my intended
destination. Batta gave me a strange look while Kennedy’s eyes shot to River.“Sorry,” Kennedy
said softly. “I knew she didn’t want to come, but I hoped she would change her mind once we got
here.”“No worries, darlin’. There’s a game on I want to watch. You two enjoy your evening,” I said
with a chin lift to Batta and made my way to the bar.I shook my head and glanced over at River.
She had her pretty blue eyes focused on the bottle in front of her while her long, dark hair hid
most of her face. She was hot as hell on the outside, but she was a block of ice on the inside,
and I didn’t have the time or energy to waste on trying to warm her up.I ordered another beer and
tried to focus on the game, but my team was crushing their opponents, and it wasn’t holding my
interest. After finishing my beer, I signaled to Batta and headed to the bathroom to take a piss



before I left.I was almost to the hallway that led to the bathrooms when a noise off to the side
caught my attention. It was a feminine yelp followed by a male shouting, “You fucking bitch!”Batta
stood as I turned to find some jackass holding River by her upper arms while his buddy closed in
behind her. I was across the room and had my arm wrapped around the guy’s neck in a flash.
“Let her go and apologize!” I ordered.“Fuck you, cunt!” he spat as he released one of River’s
arms and hit her across the face.And that was it. I yanked the piece of shit away from River and
let my fist fly. If there was one thing I couldn’t stand, it was a man putting his hands on a woman
in anger. Unfortunately, I only got to hit him three, maybe four times before he was out cold. I
glanced to the side to see the other guy already on the ground. Batta was standing a few feet
behind him with his arms wrapped protectively around Kennedy and River.A bag of ice was
pressed against my chest, drawing my attention to the man standing in front of me. “Here. Take
this to her. We’ll take out the trash,” Sam, the bartender, said.“Thanks, man. Get a pic of their IDs.
They’ll be permanently banned once I let Copper know about this,” I told him and took the ice to
River.When I reached them, Batta removed his arm from her shoulders, and she turned to look
at me. Her cheek was red and already starting to swell. I gingerly held the bag to her face, and
she covered my hand with hers. “Are you okay?”“Yes,” she croaked and cleared her throat.
“Thank you.”I shook my head. “Don’t thank me. If I hadn’t given him the chance, you wouldn’t be
standing here with a busted-up face.”“If you hadn’t been here, it would have been a lot worse.
So, yes, thank you.” She turned to look at Batta. “And thank you, too.”“Any time, sweetheart,” he
replied with a nod. “Let’s have a seat,” he said and gestured to the table he and Kennedy had
been sitting at.“Is Sam gonna let Prez know?” Batta asked when the girls were in front of
us.“Nah, I told him I’d tell him. Just waiting on Sam to send me the pics of their IDs.” As if on cue,
my phone chimed letting me know I had a new text message.Sam and his newest employee
reappeared behind the bar a few minutes later. “They give you any trouble?” I asked.“Started to,”
Sam said with a sly grin. “But they changed their tune real quick when they found out just who
they were fucking with.”I turned back to the table to find Kennedy gawking at Batta with her
mouth agape, and River staring at the table with furrowed brows. “The bar was recently sold, and
the new owner is a well-known businessman in the area with a lot of powerful connections,” I
explained. I didn’t particularly care what River thought, but Batta seemed interested in Kennedy,
so he could tell her about the club when he was ready.When he’d asked me to tag along, he’d
also asked me not to wear my cut. Normally, I would have told anyone else to fuck off for asking,
but I understood why he made that particular request. Batta was a big guy—an extremely big
guy. His size alone was intimidating to most people, but when he added his club cut, he scared
off most women before he even had a chance to show them he was a good man. While I
understood his point of view, I had a completely different opinion in regard to myself. If a woman
was scared of my cut, she wasn’t the woman for me.
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GrayJ1, “4 1/2 stars!. I do NOT consider this to be a STAND-ALONE read. It is part of a spin-off
series about the Devil Springs chapter that contains multiple reoccurring characters from
previous stories, as well as the original Blackwings MC series. It also has details that cannot be
adequately recapped within the scope of another story that contributes to the story universe /
world building, overlapping / concurrent timelines and overarching themes. The series contains
references to, or scenes detailing, subject matter that may be a trigger or offensive to some,
including: adult language; derogatory terms; mental health challenges; steamy adult intimate
scenes with dominance, submission, restraints, spanking for pleasure, “bottom” play, etc.;
violence such as kidnapping, abduction, murder, death, torture, assault, fighting, betrayal,
coercion, blackmail, threats, subterfuge, money laundering, gun running, cheating, prostitution,
human trafficking, drug use, drug manufacturing, drug distribution, as well as the mental,
physical and sexual abuse of females and/or children, etc.** Caution: Contains scenes with
reference to, or detailed graphic violence against females and children that fit into the storyline,
but may be a trigger for some **There are very few grammatical issues primarily comprised of
incorrect word choice (I.e. they’re iso their) and tense, punctuation errors, missed words and
extra inserted words. I am mentioning these for readers such as myself that visualize the story as
it is read, because errors interrupt the flow.I really enjoyed this story. Maybe it is because it was
written with a sense of humor (especially loved the bonus “prologue” at the end …), or maybe it
was because there was more substance. Regardless of the reason, there are a lot of things that
transpire between the book covers. It has a decent pace, maybe a little too fast in some aspects,
as there are a couple of areas that required a little more work by Teagan Brooks.”

Sandy Knox, “HOLY FREAKIN MOLY!!. Not surprisingly this book had me captivated from the
first page. River's character is strong but vulnerable. She is a great heroine. She grew up with an
amazing brother who did all he could to take care of her but her mother was off the charts
batsh*t crazy. But something happens that causes her leave Devil Springs with no intention of
ever returning but unfortunately that's not how things work out. When due to her job she has to
return when she runs into a blast from her past at the hospital where she works it stirs something
inside her. He doesn't recognize her and that's what she was hoping for. Judge is a member of
the Blackwings MC. Oh and he smokin hot. When they happen to run into each other again
something changes between them. Kennedy is River's friend and coworker who happens to fall
for Judge's best friend and MC brother Batta who cracked me up. When you read this book you'll
know exactly what I'm talking about, when Kennedy gets the flu and begins to describe it to
River, OMG! I was laughing so hard I was crying. I just so happened to be in bed while reading
this part and my husband was beside me sound asleep snoring when I started laughing. I tried to
keep my mouth closed so I wouldn't wake him but I was shaking so hard trying to hold it in the
whole bed was shaking which woke my husband up and needless to say he ended up getting up



and going to the couch because every time I start to think about it I start all over again. Then
again when the girls get the surprise delivery for the wedding I was screaming laughing! My
husband just shakes his head and walks away which makes me laugh even harder. He just
doesn't get how a book can effect you with so many emotions. This book has plenty of Oh H*ll
No, and Holy Crap moments. At times I was crying , my heart was breaking for River and her
brother's relationship. The closer River and Judge got it was set your crotch on fire smokin hot. I
really love how Teagan includes characters from previous books in the Blackwings series.
Phoenix and Annabelle and Dash and Ember. This series has everything I love in an MC series
and this book has it all. I EXTREMELY RECOMMEND THIS SERIES TO EVERYONE!”

angela h. johnson, “Judge and River. I really enjoyed reading this story and it was crazy how so
many people were either doing these dangerous drugs or selling them. It really opens your eyes
to see on more than one occasion that anyone would also try to get prescriptions for the harder
drugs in the ER, especially Rivers mama. I still love how these motorcycle clubs have each
others backs at all times. Happy reading.”

Guccigirl35, “One click Judge. Well TB has done it again. Judge is another hit for this author. TB
has a way of bringing into the story and holding your interest until the end. She also brings to
light a serious issue that is a huge problem today among teens and adults who are fighting an
addiction from opiates. This story hits close to home for me in many ways, for one I have lost
friends too the opiate epidemic. It is an epidemic in my opinion. So thank you TB for giving a
story that I could relate too. Happy Reading!!”

Pegintx, “I’m new to Teagan’s Books - Great Writing. Great Stories. I loved this story and each of
the others in the series. Very well written. Only one typo in the series. The very best part of
these books, I’ve all rated as five stars, is that Teagan writes full books. There are no other books
tacked on the make the page count higher or advertise with partial chapters. Thank you,
Teagan. You won’t go wrong with great writing, stories, and not fudging what your readers are
getting with your books.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Judge (Jonah) & River's (Rain) Story.... Another good read. I read all the
books in the first series (Blackwings MC - Croftridge) and now I'm enjoying the Devil Springs
stories. Many of the characters overlap from book to book, so it's like spending some quality
time with old friends.  Highly recommend.”

GDG, “More twists for this series. River had a bad childhood and even blames some of it on her
brother (no spoilers so you'll have to read to find out who it is). Judge meets River and is
immediately attracted to her more than any woman before. They have a lot to work through as
people start dying around the town.”



Vera Quinn, “OMG!!. Judge has always been the character I wanted to get a book in this series
and I was not disappointed. Loved every word in this book. I laughed, I was sad, and Judge and
River are now my favorite!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Loved it.. I was pulled into the story right from the beginning and that is
where I stayed until I had finished every single word that was written. All the while I was watching
it play out in my head.There are twists, turns and surprises await you within the pages of this
book. Some of the surprises are large and some are small. Some you may see coming, while
others you won't. But all are equally important and help to make the story the fantastic read that
it is.Emotions are rife throughout the book, and every emotion that the characters went through
can be felt, some actually hit you hard and pull on your heart strings. I went through each and
every emotion along with the characters. There were a few times in the book that the characters
had me laughing.I highly recommend this book and the series. You won't be sorry that you took a
ride with the Blackwings MC..”

Teri, “Brill. I think this is my new favourite one although I do love all the Blackwings. Was in
stitches with that bonus scene at the end.Glad River made up with her brother and so glad her
mother got what she deserved after all the trouble she caused River and Dash. Had tears in my
eyes with Leigh but glad she made good recovery and love how she keeps saying to River and
Judge “I want grand babies”. So funny that.”

rebecca stinchcombe, “I loved it. Ok I forgot to post a review when I first read this because I went
straight back to the beginning (well dashes book ) and started reading them all now have just re
read this and I still loved the story hoping for lots of babies from Harper river and layla in the up
coming stories”

Hanbarn, “enjoyable read. Thoroughly enjoyed this even though I wasn’t sure about it to start
with. Loved the inventiveness of judge using a labour pain accessory as a form of torture, made
me laugh out loud. Liked the mc characters a lot.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “judge ( blackwings mc- devil springs book2. Excellent story couldn’t put it
down, I got hooked into their story. The ending omg I’ve never laughed so much in my life, it was
brilliant, can’t wait to read the next one”

The book by Teagan Brooks has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 617 people have provided feedback.
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